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1. The general intellectual, moral, and cultural 
climate of  an era.

2. A student-based enterprise that seeks to enter-
tain, motivate, and inspire through short stories, 

arts, columns, and a variety of  other media.

3. Provides a platform for aspiring writers and 
artists to express their creativity.   
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liberosis (n)
the desire to care less about things—to loosen your grip on your life.
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i am sorry
i did it again.

i knocked over a vase, shattered
the vanity mirror, tripped over my foot stuck

in someone else’s shoes. i am so sorry
about the time i put

a a whole zucchini in the blender & jammed it
up, and the time

i fell asleep in your car
& drooled all over the backseat.

i am sorry
for the times

i made you cry. 
& most o& most of  all when i left you alone and jumped

into the freezing river, barefoot
but in my defense it looked so pristine &

it is the only place
where guilt does not bloom through the seasons.

i think of  going back there all the time,
so much that it is all i can do to pick myself

ooff  the floor sometimes. in these spaces
i think it is easy to forget what fragility is. it is easy

to forget how it can split skin
as easily as a stone splits still water. sometimes

we all scream into our pillows and break
our fingers on piano

keys in search of  a second chance like band-aids after paper cuts &
this is perhaps the rithis is perhaps the river

into which we have always
been leaping. a river of

our own antiques, a box of  buttons & vases & perverse little sacrifices—
the things we collect for the love of  a forgiveness so black it might never 

let us regret
anything, & so this

is his how i go on: 
i sleep,
i eat,

i mend together my vases without
ever remembering how i have walked

all the cracks on the things i crippled & never once
witnessed the ocean.
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Jordan
by Henie Zhang





enigma

to ruin.

by Jenny Fu
Layout by Hayley Hawkins
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Europa

Geo Chen
30 x 30 cm
Watercolors

EuEuropa is the sixth-largest moon in the Solar System and has a 
bronze and gold sheen to it. The youth and smoothness of  the 
planet have led experts to believe that water exists below the 
surface that harbors extraterrestrial life and expresses the desire 
to escape from this planet.
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  It starts with a kitchen table. With trembling hands and mumbled words. 
The cold chair beneath you mercilessly prevents the ground from consuming you 
whole. For the first time, you notice years of  coffee rings and dents marking the 
surface of  the table. You are determined to notice anything but the way they are 
looking at you.
 They must know. They change the channel on those scenes, they ferret 
glances when you mention some celebrity’s recent declaration. They must know. 
You can’t be invisible, at least not to them. Your silence feels more and more like 
the scratchy rope sloppily tied into the figure-8 climbing knots you learned in 
sixth grade- the ones everyone pretended to hang themselves with. You must 
breathe.
 You hate yourself  for this moment. You hate yourself  for disappointing 
them, for not being normal, for everything you could not wish away. God knows 
how you tried. How you have bruised your knees and lost your voice to prayer. 
How much you tried to cut it out like a bad kidney. 
 Oh well. 

 You stumble through the most important thing you’ve ever said, inelo-
quent as ever. You ramble, and your voice cracks. You don’t notice when you 
start to cry. You can’t focus on the feeling of  dragging your heart from the pits of  
your stomach to the side of  your sleeve; all you see are the coffee rings. You 
wonder if  you will ever be the same again. You wonder if  they will love you the 
same ever again. You have accepted either answer. 

 They do not react. They are stony and cold and stained. They ask you if  
you are happy. You say that you are now. They ask if  you know this means that 
you’ll never be loved. You nod, and their next question is lost to the sound of  
blood rushing to your ears. You tell them that at least you will be as loved by God 
as either of  them, for what God would gift you with a love you can’t use? What 
God would only love you after handing you a knife and asking you to slash 
yourself  to pieces? You tell them to wake you up at seven tomorrow for church.  

 You are weightless. 

Privilege by Hayley Szymanek

Layout by Lena He
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Impressions of
Mr. Stripling

by Hayley Szymanek
Layout by Evelyn Shi

Words create worlds. 

It is SIt is Saturday at 10 a.m. He is in a dusty class-
room with yellow paper curtains. His favorite 
students (or so I like to think) made them, in-
scribing them with inside jokes and his best 
quotes. They remind him of  the night we 
turned his desk into a ball pit. He is grading 
finals or working on his book (another email has 

been added to the Wall of  Rejection, but he is one step closer to making a Wall of  Success). 
A taxidermied ferret in origami clothes that he will never tell us the story of  is on top of  his 
cabinets, next to the paper-mache Lord of  the Flies pig head. The tree we decorated for the 
children’s workshop is still covered in poorly-curled ribbons. A 1984-themed poster of  a ter-
rible (but optimistic) children’s poet watches over him, and he wishes they were up around 
school (if  only the name Joanna Fuchs wasn’t so easy to vandalize). Two more issues of  our 
literary magazine are on his bookshelf. He still ends every lesson by telling us to go forth 
and do great things. Most importantly, he is anywhere but a coffin.

He’s planning on calling in sick to go watch the new Star Wars movie (again) or spending 
another ten hours painting board game figures for an upcoming tournament. He’ll spend 
Sunday with his six year old son, who will grow up with a father who loves him more than 
life. Most importantly, his son is anywhere but attending his funeral. 

He is alive. Please. 

If  words create worlds, tell me, what words shall I write to raise the dead? Whose blood 
shall I spell them in to get it right? Which parts of  my memories must I relinquish and steep 
in eloquence to save a life? He deserves more words than I can write. He deserves sestinas 
and villanelles and entire epics about the lives he changed (and the ones he saved). We need 
a new word for something like this: a loss so awful that the sorrow of  this world seems to 
have seeped into every breath. Instead, we call it death, and we find a way to carry it.

Go forth, and do great things.
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